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ABSTRACT

Mathematical modelling of infectious diseases is an important tool for assessing disease
dynamics. This branch of mathematics has provided many significant insights concerning the
epidemiology of infectious diseases. Previous disease models studied normally took the
deterministic approach in modelling. This form of modelling, even thoti~h it has helped to
bring out some powerful epidemiological insights; has been criticized to be less realistic
because it oversimplifies the biology of real world disease dynamics. In recent years, where
machines with more computing power have been introduced; more complex modelling
scenarios have been developed. Much of this complexity can be incorporated within the
population level framework provided by compartmental models. This form modelling of
diseases has heavily borrowed techniques from network science to come up with complex
epidemiological scenarios that do not make the unrealistic assumptions of homogenous
populations. These complex modelling scenarios are believed to give a more realistic picture
of epidemiological dynamics thus providing important insights in disease control and
prevention. In this study we investigated how network modelling can be incorporated in
existing compartmental models. This was done with an aim of gaining a better understanding
of different disease properties and more importantly to predict how various disease mitigation
and prevention measures can work in different disease scenarios. A comparison of
compartmental modelling scenarios and network modelling scenarios is also done using an
interactive modelling software called NetLogo.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of the Problem

Many infectious diseases are spread by contact between susceptibles and

infectives, this contact may be direct or indirect. Direct transmission

maybe spread directly through human contact networks while indirect

transmission can be spread through other vectors, that is, environment,

water, insects c.t.c.

Mathematical modelling of infectious diseases came in the limelight

during the 18th century. Many scholars notably Bernoulli studied how

these infectious diseases spread in the populations and came up with mod-

els of the said diseases. This arose predominantly from their large public

health importance. In 1760 Daniel Bernoulli formulated and solved a

small pox model that evaluates the effectiveness of variolation of healthy

people with the smallpox virus [1]. However; deterministic epidemiology

urorlr-ling seems toIiave started in the 20th ccnturv. Hamer: formulated

and aualvzcd <'I discrct.c time model in 1906 ill his attempt to understand
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the recurrence of measles epidemics [30]. In 1911 Ross doveloped dif-

ferential equation models for malaria as a host- vector dis~ase. He was

interested in the incidence and control of malaria [37]. Other determin-

istic epidemiology models were then developed in papers by Ross, Ross

and Hudson, [5, ?]. Starting in 1926 Kermack and McKendrick published

papers on epidemic models and obtained the epidemic threshold result

that the density of susceptibles must exceed a critical value in order for

an epidemic outbreak to occur [15, ?, ?]. All these papers gave very pow-

erful insights on disease prevention and control. Various targeted public

health measures were developed towards this end. These measures were

very insightful in development of physiological, biotic, abiotic and social-

dynamical tools and techniques of disease prevention and control.

Despite improved measures in disease prevention and control as a re-

sult of insights from disease modelling; infectious diseases still continue to

be major causes of suffering and mortality. Moreover, infectious disease

agents adapt and evolve, so that new infectious diseases have emerged

and some existing diseases have re-emerged [39]. Popular books have

given us exciting accounts of the emergence and detection of new diseases

[41, 42, 43, 48]. The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which is

the etiological agent for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS),

emerged in 1981 and has become an important sexually-transmitted dis-

ease throughout the world. Drug and antibiotic resistance have become

serious issues for diseases such as tuberculosis, malaria, and gonorrhea.

Malaria, dengue, and yellow fever have re-emerged and are spreading into

now regions as climate changes occur. Diseases such as plague. cholera.

enteric fever and hemorrhagic fevers (Bolivian, Ebola, Lassa, Marburg,
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ctc) continue to erupt. occasionally. Surprisingly, new infectious agents

called prions have recently joined the previously known ag'Cilts: viruses,

bacteria, protozoa, and helminths (worms). There is strong evidence that

prions are the cause of spongiform encephalopathies, e.g. bovine spongi-

form encephalopathy (BSE, mad cow disease), CreutzfeldtJakob disease

(CJD), kuru, and scrapie in sheep [42]. Biological terrorism with diseases

such as smallpox or plague has become a new threat. In the 21st cen-

tury, we have already encountered Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

(SARS), a disease that emerged from a mutation of a wild animal coro-

navirus. An outbreak of foot and mouth disease in the United Kingdom

in 2001 caused great economic hardships there [52, 53]. Avian influenza

has devastated bird populations in SE Asia; moreover, there is the con-

cern that a new human influenza strain will arise by recombination of an

avian influenza strain with a human influenza strain. In the future we

will undoubtedly face more new infectious disease challenges. It is clear

that human or animal invasions of new ecosystems, global warming, en-

vironmental degradation, increased international travel, and changes in

economic and social patterns will continue to provide opportunities for

new and existing infectious diseases [53] The emergence and reemergence

of novel and deadly forms of infectious diseases, global climate change,

and population growth have increased the need for sound quantitative

methods to guide disease interventions.

Due to the ever expanding complexities in infectious disease spread on

the population, there is also Il;ore urgent need to develop new novel ways

of modelling infectious diseases. The contact network approach. originallv

developed in the field of statistical physics has recently gained much pop-
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ularity in the field of epidemiology. A very appealing prop~rt.y of network

modelling is it.s abilit.y to easily depict t.he complexity of the real world.

In particular the degree of distribution captures heterogeneity in trans-

mission among hosts, allowing disproportionate role of highly connected

individuals super spreaders to be easily investigated [20]. In this study

we examined how network modelling of diseases could be integrated into

the over-simplist.ic approach of compartmental modelling.

1.2 Staternent of the problem

Most previous modelling initiatives on infectious disease are mostly clas-

sical in their approach and thus assume homogenous mixing and perfect

mixing of individuals within the disease compartments. This picture is

not realistic enough in some instances because as we all know human

interactions cannot be assumed to be homogeneously distributed. Com-

partmental modelling of diseases does not account for the complexity of

the social network. Hence in this study we sought to study how network

models can be used in modelling of infectious diseases.

1.3 Objectives of the study

The main objective of this study was to investigat.e how network models

could he int.('gra.t.('dinto compartmental modelling scenarios. The' specific

objectives were:
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To examine how compartmental disease models are used in epidemi-

ology.

1'0 examine the limitations of compartmental disease modelling in

epidemiology.

- To investigate how network modelling can be used in modelling of

diseases.

1.4 Significance of the study

The main significance of this study is to bring out a better understanding

of how network models could be utilised to examine communicable disease

properties, formulate policies and provide targeted interventions amongst

disease populations; this can be very fundamental in reducing the high

disease prevalence in developing nations like Kenya.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Mathematical epidemiology has a long history going back to the small pox

model of Daniel Bernoulli in [1]. Daniel Bernoulli used census data and

statistical methods to study the advantages of variolation or variolization

as inoculation against smallpox. From the year 1960 to 2002, we can see

the documentation of the literature and development of mathematical

epidemiology [2, 3, 4J. These historical literatures clearly show us that

the diseases that motivated the development of epidemiology theory are

arguably those due to infectious diseases and in light of the previous

literature we note that mathematical models have proved to be useful

tools to analyze the spread and control of infectious diseases.

Most of these previous epidemic models incorporate a homogeneous

mixing assumption, sometimes called the law of mass action, see [5, 2, 6J,

whereby the ra.te of increase in epidemic incidence is proportional to the

product of the number of infectious and susceptible individuals. This as-

suinpt.ion has been relaxed ill some compartmental models by Dricssche et

8.117/ 8.)](1 mctapopulation models, see [2. 11. 12. 14]. but. not eliminated.

The mass-action. assumption is robust in the sense that it. is consistent
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with several scenarios for the individual-toindividual trans~nission of dis-

ease. In particular, it is equivalent to a model in which all individuals in

a. population make contact at an identical rate and have identical proba-

bilities of disease transmission to those contacts per unit of time.

On the other hanel, the compartmental approach models the behaviour

of an infectious disease in a large population of people by considering each

individual as being in a particular state. These states are often called

compartments, and the corresponding models are called compartment

models. The simplest compartment models assume a person can be in

one of only two states, either susceptible (S) or infectious (I) [15J.

We see that in these classical deterministic compartmental models,

mainly based on Kermack and McKendricks SIR model [15J have the main

advantages of transparency and simplicity. They are easy to develop and

fast to solve, allowing for rigorous sensitivity analysis to explore the de-

pendence of model output on uncertainty of the parameters. They can

be used, either in simple and/in structured form; considering age struc-

ture [12J and/or geographic component [18], for describing the temporal

dynamics of an epidemic and for the assessment of some containment

or mitigation strategies, such as mass vaccination [19J or border restric-

tions [12J. Although these assumptions are sometimes unrealistic, they

facilitate mathematical analysis and, in some cases, offer a reasonable

approximation.

Populations can be quite heterogeneous with respect to susceptibil-

itv. infectiousness. contact rates or number of partners and simple ho-

lJlUgC)]COllSmixing models do not allow for extreme variation in host
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parameters. 011 the other hand, the evaluation of realistic, individu-
'-.

ally targeted, public health intervention strategies, such as household or

school/workplace contacts of index cases, in turn requires highly detailed

models. Spatially explicit models provide a plausible system. in which the

precise spatial location of individuals and-movement patterns can be em-

ployed to evaluate the disease properties hence come up with intervention

options [16].

The newer approach to epidemiological modelling is to also model the

underlying social network and population interactions with the modern

methods of Network Theory [16]. The contact network approach, orig-

inally developed for applications in the field of statistical physics, has

only recently gained in popularity. In network terminology, individuals,

or groups of individuals, are defined as nodes, connections between those

nodes are edges, and the number of edges .from one node to another is

the degree. In network epidemiology, diseases spread from node to node

following the' edges. If the transmission probability along edges is high

enough, an epidemic can occur. The network approach is not inherently

different from the other modelling tools. It is simply a more general way

of representing epidemiological systems. In fact, most alternative models

can be considered as particular cases of network model. For example,

modelling an epidemic using an SIR compartmental model is equivalent

to using a complete network model in which all the nodes are connected

to each other [20].

Although Network Models. still require some fitting parameters, they

geucraJh,'provide 1noadcr models of epidemic outbreaks than simple equation-

based models (i.e. they have richer and more flexible capability for sce-
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nario representation [17]. A very appealing property of networks is their

ability to easily depict the complexity of the real world. In p'articular, the

degree distribution captures heterogeneity in transmission among hosts,

allowing the disproportionate role of highly connected individualssuper

sprcadcrsto be easily investigated [21]. Networks also often include lists

of attributes to nodes or edges that describe between-edge variation in dis-

case transmission or between-host variation in infectiveness or pathogen

excretion patterns.

For example, from the Network Theory point of view an epidemic

outbreak simply corresponds to a percolation threshold on an underlying

social network. Such an approach to Epidem.iological Modelling provides

a new theoretical foundation for consistent data analysis, parameter esti-

mation, modelling and forecasting. It is important to recognize that dis-

ea..c;espread through population is controlled by two groups of parameters:

the disease properties (infection and incubation period, symptoms timing,

and infection mechanisms) and the structure of the social network of the

population (contact rate, social clustering, and migration). These groups

of parameters are completely unrelated and can be studied independently.

For instance, the structure of the social network of the community can be

studied long before an outbreak occurs within it (if ever).Only by combin-

ing together a given disease and a given social network; an epidemic can

be created, but this depends on threshold conditions and the relationship

between the network connectivity and infection and recovery rates, oth-

erwise the disease dies out [20, 21]. Network Models, sometimes called

Agent Based Models, can be used in such instances.

III a nutshell we see that ill traditional modelling, the population under
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consideration is divided into disjointed classes whose sizes change with

"-"time and is assumed to have a constant size. Individual properties of

persons within the population classes are not considered. These models

assume that all susceptible people in the population are equally at. risk of

infection from any infected individuals (that is homogenous mixing) and

that a.ll infected individuals have a constant and equal infectiousness.

Therefore; in light of the previous classical models we have come across

in this study, we can see network models represent. the most obvious

way to relax assumptions that were considered mandatory in traditional

mathematical models of diseases, such as the assumption of homogeneous

mixing, which most mathematical previous models are based on.

In this study we present an overview of compartmental approach of

modelling, parameterization of infectious disease models and some limita-

tions of the classical modelling approach. An example of these limitations

is the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak experienced

in 2002-2003. Estimates of Ro (basic reproduction number/expected num-

ber of new infections created by an infected individual) based on the initial

outbreak of SARS ranged between 2.2 and 3.6 [50, 52]. The case fatality

ratio was estimated to be between 11% and 13% [52, 53]. For comparison,

the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services assigns the greatest

pandemic severity ranking to pandemics with a case fatality ratio of 2%;

pandemics with this ranking would require the strictest national response

strategies [54, 59]. Based on the estimates of Ro, SARS should have

caused a great. worlel pandemic wit.h cases numbering easily in the mil-

lions. However. for the entire SARS outbreak (from November 1.2002

to Julv 31,2003). only 8,09G cases were reported with 77.J deaths [57].
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Certainly, one explanation for the limited spread of SAI\S is the quick
"-.response by world public health agencies, who imposed strict quarantines

on infected individuals. Another likely explanation for the discrepancy

is that the estimates for Ro were based on data involving large numbers

of transmissions in hospitals, where people have unusually high rates of

contact in comparison to other population groupings. Compartmental

models assume a fully mixed, homogeneous population; the mass-action

assumptionin which each individual has the same amount of contacts as

every other individual. Thus, simple compartmental models do not accu-

rately model the increased rate of contact at hospitals and the decreased

rate of. contact of quarantined individuals. If the population at large

had as many contacts as the population within a hospital, perhaps the

estimates of Ro would have been more accurate, and SARS would have

infected many more people. Although com~artmental models have proven

to be quite useful in modelling epidemics, they do no properly model some

important aspects of disease spread. From giving an overview of compart-

mental modelling we will then proceed to discuss and analyze network

modelling of diseases, the new approach of modelling infectious diseases

that explicitly considers complex human population structures. For many

infectious diseases, the transmission occurs in diverse populations, so a

complex epidemiological model must divide the heterogeneous population

into subpopulations, groups or units, in which then members have similar

characteristics i.e, in the SARS example given above, the population can

be divided into hospital units, household units, schools units and work-

place units etc. These divisions into groups can be based not only the

mode of transmission. contact patterns, bchavioural patterns. latent pc-
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riod, infectious period, genetic susceptibility or resistance, and amount
'-0

of vaccination or chemotherapy, but also on social,cultural, economic,

demographic or geographic factors. Network epidemiological models cap-

ture the diverse host interactions that underlie disease transmission [8, 9]

thus providing a lucre realistic picture of the disease dynamics.

2.1 Basic Concepts

2.1.1 Compartmental Modelling of Infectious Dis-

eases

This form of modelling divides the population under consideration into

disjointed classes whose sizes change with time t and has constant size 1V.

They are usually classified by a string of letters that provide information

about the model structure. If the model is to include vital basic dynamics,

then it is assumed that births and natural deaths occur at equal rates and

that all newborns are susceptible.

Individuals in the population are classified into the following basic

class disjoints of the population;

• Susceptible (S) : Initially individual/host is susceptible to infec-

tion; no pathogen is present; just a low-level nonspecific immunity

within the individual/host. These individuals are naive/ susceptible

to the disease.

12



II Infectious (1) : host encounters infectious individual and becomes-c.
infected with a micro parasite; abundance of the parasite grows with

time. These individuals are able to transmit the parasite to others .

• Recovered (R) : The host is neither no longer infectious or is

removed (dead). These are immune or removed (dead) individuals

that do not contribute to further transmission.

Compartments wi.th labels such as S, I, and R are often used for the

epidemiological classes. SIR is the mostly widely used compartmental

model. Others models i.e. SEIR ,SI ,SIS are mostly formulated

from it. Below is an example of a general disease framework for an SIR

model.

Figure 2.1: SIR model flow framework

\i\Therej

fJ 0"" rate of progression to infectious state

= 1/ latent period

'Y = rate of recovery

= 1/ infectious period

2.1.2 Network modelling of Infectious diseases.

In network terminology. individuals or ~ronps of individuals arc defined

as nodes, connections between those nodes arc edges, and tlic number
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of edges from ouc uodc to another is the decree. In netwerk terms, dis-

ease spread from one node to another following the edges: If the trans-

mission probability along edges is high enough, an epidemic can occur.

Network also often include lists of attributes to nodes or edges that de-

scribe between- edge variations in disease transmission or between host

variations in infectiveness or pathogen excretion patterns.

Below is an example of a network structure of individuals within a

population

Anooe
representing
an
individual/
group 0£
individuals
in the
population

Edge
connecting
two nodes;
this is where
disease
infection can
occur

Figure 2.2: Network diagram showing connection of individuals within a

population

2.1.3 Definition of concepts in epidemiology

(i) ,6 rate of infection (transmission parameter)

Each susceptible individual is drawn either uniformly random (homo-

geneity) or through contact network techniques (hctcrogoncitv) from the

population. If the person drawn is infected then the susceptible individua.l

14



changes his state to infected with probability ,6. This par~neter captures
'-0

the ability of the disease to be transmitted from one person to another

(Contact rate).

(ii) A = force of infection

This is the per capita rate at which susceptible individuals contract

the infection. Rate at which new infected are produced = AS where S =

Number of susceptibles, There are different kinds of transmissions, that

IS:

(a) Frequency- dependent or mass- action transmission

The host population must be large enough to support the infection i.e,

(measles, pertussis)

/) =, is a product of contact rate (c) and transmission

(b) Density dependent transmission

The rate of transmission of these infections depends on the proportion of

infcctives in the population.

Contact. rate (c) increases linearly with population size

(iii) Basic reproduction number- Ro

The basic reproduction number Ro is defined as tho average number of

secondary infectious that. occur when one infective is introduced into a

15
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completely susceptible host population [40J. This epidemiological quan-

tity is very fundamental in disease dynamics as it helps in J'efining which

disease become epidemics and also in disease control. In general, for any

disease in any host population, the disease can become an epidemic only

if Ro > 1. The mathematical condition Ro > 1 can be intuitively inter-

preted as saying that there exist some conditions under which the disease

can grow. These conditions vary with each kind of model as we are going

to discuss-in the following sections. Clearly, when Ro < 1 each successive

infection generation is smaller than its predecessor, and the infection can-

not persist. Conversely, when Ro > 1 successive infection generations are

larger than their predecessors, and the number of cases in the population

will initially increase. This increase does not continue indefinitely. The

infection process reduces the pool of susceptibles, and hence reduces the

probability that an infectious individual contacts a susceptible within its

period of infectiousness. This non-linear effect can only be neglected at

the beginning of an epidemic. The basic reproduction ratio depends on

the rate of contact between individuals, the probability of transmission

given contact, and the time for which an infected remains able to transmit

the infection. These components are all the subjects of disease control

method; isolating those with the infection from the rest of the community,

for example in hospital or at home, reduces their rate of contact with oth-

ers; hygiene measures reduce either the contact rate or the probability of

transmission given contact; and drug treatment reduces the probability

of transmission and/or the length of the infectious period. Vaccination

or prophylactic treatment. is. also used in disease control to reduce the

number of susccpt iblos. Examples of Ro : 34 for influenza [1-:!].10 12 for

16



chickenpox and 16 18 for measles [34, 3.5].

(iv) Network properties

(a) Connected network - A network is connected if it is possible to

travel between any pair of individuals by moving along edges of the

network. An epidemiologic interpretation of connectedness is that

a single individual can transmit infection to any other individual in

the population, typically via a number of intermediates.

(b) The degree or connectivity of a node, often written as k is equal

to the number of neighbours that an individual has on the graph

(that is, the number of people to whom our individual is directly

connected). Since different individuals may have different numbers

of neighbours, we talk about the degree distribution, often written

as P(k) of the network.

(c) The average degree, written as k or (k), can be calculated as I: kp/c.

The variance ofthe degree distribution is given by 0"2 = I: (k - kl Pic.

This variance equals zero if every individual has the same number

of neighbours, in which case we say the network is homogeneous.

Otherwise, the network is said to be heieroqeneous.

(d) The size of the network- the distance between two nodes is the

length of the shortest path that connects them. The diameter of

a graph is the largest of these values when all pairs of nodes are

examined. The aoeraqe path length can be calculated and provides

some idea of tho typical number of stops between individuals Oll the

network [51].
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(e) Mixing pattern of the network, [61, 75, 76J. Mixing is usu-
'-0

ally described with respect to one or more relevant attributes (sueh

as spatial location or au individuals age) and can be summarized

by the mixiuq matrix. If the values that can be taken by the at-

t.ribute(s) are labelled by the subscript i, j then the entries of the

mixing matrix, Pi,j depict. the probabilities that a given contact of

an individual of type i is with an individual of type j. In order to

describe mixing patterns, the relevant attributes of both an indi-

vidual and those to whom they are connected must be known. As-

sortaiioe mix'ing describes situations in which individuals "are more

likely to interact with other individuals who are similar to them-

selves in some respect [75, 76J. Disassortative mixing describes the

opposite situation, in which individuals tend to interact with dis-

similar individuals. Proportionate mixing (also known as random

mixing) occurs when interactions have no particular preference. In

order to define proportionate mixing, we imagine the process of con-

structing a network with a given connectivity distribution Pk. An

individual of connectivity k will make k connections in the network.

Listing all the connections to be made gives us a set, C, which

we call the ,.'connection. pool". Since each edge of the network in-

volves a connection between two individuals, the set C has twice

as many element.s as there are edges in the network. If there are N

individuals in the population, then the N Pk individuals of type k

contribute kNpk connections to C. Consequently, we have that C

has L kNpJ; clements. Proportionate mixing assumes that connec-

t ions arc nia: lc at random from t he' connection pool. Consequently.

18



the fraction of connections that are made to individuals of type k
is given by A:N Pi< ~ j NPj, regardless of the connectivity of the first

individual. Notice that connections are not made at random from

the population of individuals (which has connectivity distribution

Pk ), but rather from the connection pool (which has distribution

kpk/ ~ jPj). An interesting consequence of proportionate mixing is

that the average connectivity of the neighbours of individuals ex-

ceeds the average connectivity of individuals in the population. The

former quantity can be shown to equal (k) + Var (k) / (k) which is

clearly greater than (k) if the network is heterogeneous [60].

Connectivity-based mixing patterns have commonly been used within

the STI setting. Here, connectivity equates to the number of sexual

partners (or, more likely, to the total !lUmber of partners over some

period of time). Assortative mixing means that highly sexually ac-

tive individuals tend to pair up with other highly active individuals

and that individuals with few partners tend to be involved with

similarly poorly connected individuals.

(f) Another important property of networks is the degree to which they

exhibit local clustering, also known as cliquishness, mut'uality or

transiiiuiu; [25, 49, .51]. Considering pairs of connected individuals,

we consider how many of their neighbours are common to both of

them. The existence of common neighbours leads to the appear-

ance of triangles in the graph (i.e. paths from A to B t.o C and

hack t.o A. where A. Band C arc vertices). T1w cJustcring coef-

ficient Co is defined as the average fraction of pairs of neighbonrs
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who are also ncighbours of each other. That is, suppose that the
~

node i has ki edges that link it to other nodes. If all the neighbours

of i were ncighbours to each other, there would be k; (ki -- 1) =- 2

edges between them. Suppose that, instead, there arc Ei. Then the

clusterization around is defined as: COi = k;(t~-':i)' The clustering

coefficient of the network is then defined as the average of COi over

the network. In a fully connected network, Co = 1. In probabilistic

terms, Co is the probability that nodes that are neighbours to a

particular node, are also neighbours of each other [63J.

Betweenness and centroliiu attempt to quantify the importance of

different individuals in terms of the population-level properties of

the network [63, 65, 66]. More precisely, they provide informa-

tion about the numbers of paths between pairs of nodes that pass

through a given node. Clearly, these properties are global properties

of the network. Betweenness (also called betweenness centrality)

measures the fraction of shortest paths in a connected component

that contain the node of interest [66]. Let b(j, k) represent all of

the shortest paths between nodes j and k and bi(j: k) represent the

number of those paths that pass through node i, The betweenness

of node i is then given by summing the fractions 9i (j, k) = bb(~:l
over all pa.irs of nodes in the network [65, 63J. Another measure

of centrality, information centrality, is similar to betweenness but

investigates all paths between nodes that include some other node,

not just the shortest paths. The various paths arc weighted accord-

jug to the illVC)"SC of their lengt.hs. thus assigning greater importance
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to the shorter paths which are likely to be more sig~1ificant.in the

spread of infection [65].

(g) Dynamic network properties should also be considered i.e. Most

notably, sexual partnership networks change as partnerships are

formed and break up. They have another notable property in that

most individuals tend to be monogamous, so a large fraction of the

partnership network consists of isolated nodes (singletons) who are

not. involved in a partnership and isolated connected pairs of nodes.

Any further connections between nodes involve individuals who are

involved in several simultaneous partnerships (concurrency) [67].

(11) Classes of contact network representations (properties) used

in disease modelling. Modelling of different activity contact pat-

terns that usually underlie transmission of diseases usually results in

contact networks wit.h different network relationships i.e. undirected

network, bipartite network, semi-directed network and weighted net-

work. Undirected networks is used to model person person con-

tacts meaning transmission may occur in either direction along an

edge, bipartite networks represent transmission in a hospital be-

tween caregivers and wards, the semi-directed network has both

directed and undirected edges andean be used to model one-way

contacts(flow of disease) from the general population to health-care

workers. The weighted network is used to model travel patterns

between cities, the edges of networks are weighted by travel influx

and disease spread within cities [13, 25, 26, 32. 40. 861.
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2.1.4 Epidemiological softwares

Epidemiological programmes allow epidemiologists to build disease mod-

els of various diseases alongside the disease dynamics propagating their

spread and also allow the programmers to introduce various control mea-

sures into the model. These sofware are very useful in simulating disease

dynamics especially for network models where analytical models may be

very complex to be developed. Some Network analysis software can per-

form predictive analysis. This includes using network phenomena such

F1,S F1, tie t.o predict. individual level outcomes (often called peer influence

or contagion modeling), using individual-level phenomena to predict net-

work outcomes such as the formation of a tie/edge (often called homophily

models or particular type of triad, or using network phenomena to pre-

dict other network phenomena, such as using a triad formation at time

o to predict tie formation at time 1. These softwares models are able to

illustrate how if there are a certain number of infectious persons in the

population; they can spread the infection to the susceptible persons and

then the infected individual may recover or not. The results of this simula-

tion can be viewed in monitors and graph plots. Epidemiological analysis

software generally consists of either packages based on graphical user in-

terfaces (GUIs), or packages built for scripting/programming languages.

Commonly used and welldocumented scripting tools used for network

analysis include: Net.Miner with Python scripting engine, the statnet suit

of packages for the R-statistieal programming language, igraph, which

has packages for R and Python, the NetworkX library for Python, and

the SNAP package for large-scale network analysis in C++. Visual rep-

resentations of social networks are important to understand network data
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and convey the result of the analysis. Visualization often ,?-lsofacilitates
""

qualitative interpretation of network data. With respect to visualization,

network analysis tools are used to change the layout, colors, size and other

properties of the network representation. All of the tools above contain

visualization capabilities, NetMiner, igraph, Cytoscape, NetworkX have

the highest level of functionality in terms of producing high-quality graph-

ics. This software makes epidemic problem.s possible to be explored and

analyzed in populations and the patterns that make interaction of many

persons [61, 93, 94, 95].
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 .Compartmental Modelling

A compartmental model is one for which the individuals in a population

are classified into compartments depending on their status with regard

to the infection under study. They are usually classified by a string of

letters that provides information about the model structure. Below we

give examples of different compartmental models.

3.1.1 Basic SIR

A basic SIR model without vital dynamics is described by the following

set of ordinary differential equations.

d5 = -(351
dt (3.1)

(3.2)
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dR _ J
dt - "I (3.3)

The total size of the population, N = 5 + [ + R

5(0) =: 50 > 0, [(0) = [0 > "0, R(O) = a

Any steady state solution (5(t) = 5*), J(t) = 1*), R(t) = R*) 'lit ) of

equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) require I* = 0,

dI
- = Io({350 -- "I) > a
dtt=o

if
{3

50> - = P
"I

or

5 {3 .0< - = P
"I

We have that when .~~ ::; 0 then we have always S < 80.

This model is very simplistic in nature, but very important and general

conclusion can be derived from it. Some of the questions answered from

this model is whether the infection will spread or not? And if it does,

how will it develop in time? And when will it start to decline?

Case one

dI
50 < p, dt ~ 0, 'lit ?: 0 In .this case the number of infected remain 10

<Hid g()CS to zero as t -t 00. Hence this model does not admit an endemic

equilibrium with infection present.
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Case two

On the other hand, if we consider the passage of an epidemic through the

population i.e. 50 > p. From equation (3.1) and (3.2) we get

dI
rls (3.4)

Integrating this equation gives

1+5 - f! lnS = K(Consta:nt)Io + 50 - p ln50 (3.5)

Another important issue that can be calculated is how severe an epi-

demic will be from (3.4) we can find the maximum of I, Imax and it lies

at. S,.-, p. Then we have

Imax = N - p + pln C~o)
For any values of 10 and So > p, I increases from 10 to Imax and an

epidemic takes place. Also from (3.1) and (3.3) we have:

d5
dR

BSI---
YI

5
p

0,< 5(00) 'S N (3.6)

\\(' see that 0 < 5'(00) 'S p hence R(oo) :--c 1· ·8(00). So from (3.6)
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(3.7)

On solving equation (3.7) S(oo) can be found as its positive root.

Now from (3.4) we can calculate the tot.al number of suscept.ibles who

get. the disease in the full course of the epidemic:

[total = [0 + So - S(oo)

When [(t) -+ 0 and S(t) -+ 5(00) > 0 the infection dies out due to

lack of infect.ives and not. from lack of suscept.ibles. The epidemic does

not grow unlimit.ed t.o infect. the whole population. There will always be

some susceptibles that did not. get the disease.

Epidemic behaviour is directly related to the relative removal rate p.

For a given disease the relative removal rate varies with the community;

and it determines why an epidemic of a certain disease can occur in a

certain community and not another. For example if the density of sus-

ceptibles is high (So -+ (0) and the removal rate "y is small (for ignorance,

lack of adequate medical care, poverty etc), then an epidemic is likely to

occur. In some cases all other functions constant, then "y be high if the

disease is very serious and kills the infected very fast. e.g. Ebola, in this

case an epidemic is unlikely to occur.

Since in real life it. is difficult t.o know t.he number of infectives each

rim'. it is easier to COHnt the removed. then applying SIR model . 'vVC' need

to ~('t the number of removed per unit time i.c.
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~: r-': "(f ::c: "((N - R - 8) = "(f = "((N - R - ,S~o;-%) (3.8)

Knowing the parameters, we can compute the solution numerically.

But since the parameters are not easily known, an approximation is usu-

ally made assuming the epidemic is well described by the SIR model i.e.

the model fits the disease dynamics in the population.

If an epidemic is not large, ~ is small, and if it is large we can expand

the exponential in (3.8) to get

dR So SOR2_. = "((N - Soe+ (- -l)R--)& p 2~ (3.9)

.\"le integrate to get the solution

(12 [( 80) ((Y"(f:,) ]R(t) ,--,S~ P - 1 + atanh. '2 - (jJ (3.10)

where

and

tanh:" (& -- 1)
" P(P :-::: -------. --

0:

V10lU chis the removal rate is found to be:
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dH _ ,a2
p2 C" h2 (all _ ')

d: - 28
0

oecn 2 q> (3.11)

"Ya2p2
Which has only three parameters, ~Sec h2

, "t, a and <p.
200

A small introduction of an infection in the population would create

an epidemic if the basic reproduction ratio Ro > 1.

Below are examples showing the SIR model, given scenarios and pa-

raineters are fitted. The resulting diagrams are simulated from net logo

software [58].

N Represents total population

I represents number of infectious persons in the population

i3 - Is the infection chance - probability of disease transmission from one

individual to another

I -is the recovery rate - probability of an infected individual to recover.

3.1.2 Results of SIR deterministic model

a)Case One

N = 100, I = 2, ;3= 0.3 and ,= 0.6 Ho = 0.7 and l = 10 we have the

following graphs

.lff~.'".' ..
•0
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At Ro = 1.15 and time = 25

.....

At Ro = 2.495 and time = 50, we have

•....

."
.
•• ~.

At full simulation where Ro = 3.89 and time is 225 we have

a••
a·

b)Case Two

N = 190, 1= 14, /3= 0.25 and "1 = 0.5 Ro = 0.7 and t = 3.75 we have

••........••- I·•• -;.....IIt •••••

= - .W«,O<! n.
0« . t eNol_

I

"..0 0_I
0 10 •

Ro = 0.94 and t = 15 we have the full simulations with the graphs above

...~ .•...
• PflC"'.1ltlll>."

.'
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c)Case Three

N = 190, 1 = 4, f3 = 0.45 and ,= 0.5 .Ho = 0.7 and l = 25-_ ......•...- .w ."...•...l

I
,
•• - .•...

R{J= 1.4 and t = 10

Ro = 4.104 and t = 20 we have

Ro = 5.14 and t = 40 we have

--_ ..-
I .~"' •.

I •~
••:----,.--~~ •• >

Ro = 5.14 and t = 146 we have
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d)Case Four

'-.
N = 400, I = 12, /3= 0.45 and I = 0.5 Ro = 1.34 and t = 5 we have

[lH _ ..•• _ ..•.. ----1
•••. fl.

"
• I

Ro = 3.17 and t = 22.5 we have

=.,....",.,..._,...-,........ ......,.,.-.........,,.,f~ 101•• ';;:• .,;.,,_ ••••••

• >1_ ",
• ' w..

._.. ~..
". ~.

• .....•

Ro = 3.17 and t = 46.3 we have

1<"/

I
1:1, ..
o•

Ro = 3.17 and t = 73.8 we have

, -. --.;;;;-..
•••

From the above results we are able to deduce threshold behaviour

of an epidemic in various population sizes. Different diseases have dif-

ferent threshold behaviours in the population. The Cumulative infected

and recovered plots show the total percentage of infected and recovered

individuals over the course of the disease spread, while the populations
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graphs plot the total number of people with or without the disease over
'-.

tunc. Lastly the infection and recovery rate graphs plot. the estimated

rates at which the disease is spreading. ,BN is the rate at which the cu-

mulative infected changes, and IN is the rate at which the cumulative

recovered changes. In the different case scenarios we are able to observe

that. the cumulative number of people recovering over time, in the event

of an epidemic traces out an exponential graph. As stated earlier in the

study, an epidemic occurs when Ro > 1, so we can observe from the

graphs that as the number of infectious persons increases an epidemic be--

haviour is observed from the graphs. From the graphs we are also able to

see that despite the different disease parameters.in all the simulated SIR.

graphs we are able to observe in the long run the disease dies out( epidemic

burnout). We established that S(t) 2 e-R(O) and since R(t) is obviously

less than one (R(t) < 1), hence always a fraction of susceptibles in the

population, then the chain of transmission eventually breaks down due to

lack of number of infected, not lack of number of susceptibles.

Though we have discussed a simple SIR model, the approach can be

extended to model more complex disease progressions as well as more

complex population structures. Other compartmental models are derived

from extending this basic SIR model to represent their disease behaviour

and also include more vital dynamics to represent the complex nature of

population structures.
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passively immune state M to the susceptible state S. Infants who do not
'-0

have any passive immunity, because their mothers were neither infected

nor va.ccinated, also enter the class S of susceptible individuals, who can

become infected. When there is an adequate contact of a susceptible

with an infective so that transmission occurs, then the susceptible enters

the exposed class E of those in the latent period, who are infected, but

not yet infectious. The incubation period is defined as the period from

initial exposure to the appearance of symptoms. Since a person may

become infectious before or after symptoms appear, the incubation period

is often different from the latent period. After the latent period ends,

the individual enters the class I of infectives, who are infectious in the

sense that they are capable of transmitting the infection. Models with

the 1'1'1 and E epidemiological states have behaviours that are analogous

to the models wit.hout these states. Examples of models with different

epidemiological states are MSEIR, MSEIRS, SEIR,SEIRS, SIR, SIRS,

SEI, SEIS, SI, and SIS. Models such as MSEIRS, SEIRS, SIRS, SEIS, and

SIS with a flow back int.o the susceptible class S are always endemic models

and never epidemic models, since there is always a threshold above which

the disease remains endemic. Models of the types MSEIR, SEIR, SIR,

SEl, and SI without return flow into the susceptible class S are endemic

if they have a birth and death process, and are epidemic if they are for a

short time period without a vital dynamics process.

Traditional compartmental or metapopulation epidemiological mod-

els assume that. individuals constituting an epidemiological system can

be pooled in a 8111a]] number of functional groups within which the dis-

ease incidence rate is simply proportional to the number of susceptible
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and infectious individuals. These models are often qualified as "mass-

action models ". Within these functional groups, all the individuals are

therefore assumed to be epidemiologically identical. The simplicity of

these mod,els facilitates the use of analytic techniques to gain gener~l un-

derstanding, but at the cost of oversimplifying the biology of real-world

disease processes. The weaknesses of simple models have long been clear,

particularly when model behaviour has been compared to epidemiologic

data, an example is the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) out-

break experienced in 2002 - 2003 Estimates of Ro (basic reproduction

number/expected number of new infections created by an infected indi-

vidual). based on the initial outbreak of SARS ranged between 2.2 and

3.6 [50, 52]. The case fatality ratio was estimated to be between 11%

and 13% [52, 53]. For comparison, the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services assigns the greatest pandemic severity ranking to pan-

demics with a case fatality ratio of 2%; pandemics with this ranking would

require the strictest national response strategies [54, 59]. Based on the

estimates of Ro, SARS should have caused a great world pandemic with

cages numbering easily in the millions. However, for the entire SARS

outbreak (from November 1, 2002 to July 31,2003),only 8,096 cases were

reported with 774 deaths [57]. Certainly, one explanation for the limited

spread of SARS is the quick response by world public health agencies,

who imposed strict quarantines on infected individuals. Another likely

explanation for the discrepancy is that the estimates for Ro were based

on data involving large numbers of transmissions in hospitals, where peo-

ple have unusually high rates of contact in comparison to other population

groupings. Compartmental models assume a fully mixed. homogeneous
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their ability to take into account interindividual or intergroup (i.e., intern-
'-.

ode) variations in epidemiological properties (e.g., degree, infectiveness,

recovery rate). With this high resolution, the role played by each individ-

ual in the network can be assessed. Since network models capture more
-,

heterogeneity among nodes than traditional models, fitted network mod-

els can be used to predict the impact of interventions targeting individuals

that are critical for disease percolation.

3.2 Network modelling of diseases

The contact network approach, originally developed for applications in

the field of statistical physics, has only recently gained in popularity. In

network terminology, individuals, or gTOUP~ of individuals, are defined

as nodes, connections between those nodes are edges, and the number of

edges from one node to another is the degree. The distribution of the

number of such contacts within a population, is called the deqtee of dis-

tribution, fundamentally it influences the spread of pathogens through the

population. In network epidemiology, diseases spread from node to node

following the edges. If the transmission probability along edges is high

enough, an epidemic can occur. A very appealing property of networks

is their ability to easily depict the complexity of the real world. In par-

ticular, the degree of distribution captures heterogeneity in transmission

among hosts, allowing the disproportionate role of highly connected in-

dividuals supersprcadcrs to be easily investigated [18, 65]. Networks also

often include lists of attributes to nodes or edges that describe between-

edge variation ill disease transmission or between-host variation in infcc-
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a) Canonical network types (Er-dos-Renyi random graph
-0"

and the Lattice models)

Regular lattices and random. graphs both have a long history of use in

network theory and as models for the structure of populations. A clas-

sic example of a lattice model is provided by Harriss contact process

model [72]. Lattice models assume that individuals are located at the

sites of a regular lattice and connections are made to some collection of

the nearest neighbours of each site. As an example, in one dimension,

individuals may be regularly spaced along a line and each is assumed to

interact with their k nearest neighbours. In two dimensions, individuals

might be cited on a regular square grid, with connections made to their

four nearest neighbours (up, down, left and right: the so-called von Neu-

mann neiqhbourhood't or their eight nearest neighbourhood (up, down,

left, right, and the four diagonals: the M oore neiqhbourhood]. In order to

avoid edge effects, periodic boundary conditions are often imposed. The

diagram below (fig 3.1) shows a regular lattice network (von Neumann

neiqhbourhood lattice).

The random graph [67], most commonly associated with Erdos and

Renyi from their graph theoretical treatment of this setting, assumes that

each pair of individuals has some probability p, of being connected. These

connections are made randomly and independently between the pairs.

Below is a diagram showing a random network with eight nodes with a

0.55 degree of connectivity.

Pairs of nodes in an N node network arc independently connected at

random. with per pair connection probability p. This leads to a bino-
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Figure 3.1: Von Neumann neighbourhood lattice Constructed using Math-

emaiica 9.0(95]

mially distributed connectivity distribution, with mean (N -- l)p. If is

sufficiently large, this distribution can be well approximated by a Pois-

son distribution with mean Np. This connectivity distribution is fairly

closely center-ed about its mean: most individuals have a similar number

of ncighbours. The connectedness of the graph depends on the value of

Np if this quantity is small then the graph consists of a large number of

disconnected components, but when Np is large most sites are found to

form a connected component of the graph. This component is known as

the giant component of the graph. A theorem stated by Diekmann and

others [58]makes this statement more precise, stating that (for large) the

random graph has a (single) giarrt component if and only if <P:-:: N P is

greater than one. This component then contains a proportion z of the

population, where :: is the greatest root of the equation c :-:0 1 ...e.Tp(-<P z).
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Figure 3.2: Random network with eight nodes and 0.55 degree of connec-

tivity Constructed usinq M athematica 9.0 !95}

The random nature of connections means that such graphs have little lo-

cal structure, so exhibit low levels of clustering [67]. On the other hand,

path lengths in random networks are relatively short. No individual is es-

pecially important in terms of the global structure of the network: since

there are no preferred individuals, measures of betweenness and central-

ity tend to be low. In marked contrast, connections in lattice models

tend to be highly localized. Individuals are assumed to be situated on a

regular lattice and are only connected to some local neighbourhood. All

individuals on a regular lattice (ignoring potential edge effects) have the

same number of neighbours. Path lengths in lattices tend to be relatively

long: one typically has to pass through a large number of intermediates

in order to travel between any pair of nodes. In a one dimensional lattice,

path lengths scale linearly with the network size N. Since connections are

localized, lattices exhibit high values of the clustering coefficient [67]. As

ill t 11 C' case of random graphs, there are no preferred nodes in the network

so betweenness and centrality arc low.
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b) Srnall-World networks

Small- World networks introduced by Watts and Strogatz [58]have played

a major role in stimulating interest in network modeling. Starting from. a

lattice model, a small world network can be generated by rewiring existing

edges within the network. Each edge is examined in turn and is rewired

with probability 1jJ: if it is to be rewired, then one of its ends is left in

place and the other is reconnected to a randomly chosen node. (In an

alternative formulation, connections are added between randomly chosen

pairs of nodes with some probability [69]). This leads to a network that is,

in some sense, intermediate between the regular lattice and the random

graph. If equals zero, we have a regular lattice and if equals one (all edges

arc rewired) then we have a random graph.

When 0 < <p « 1, the majority of the connections are local in

nature but there are a small number of long-range connections. The

surprising result of Watts and Strogatz is that it only takes a relatively

small number of these long-range links to give the small world network

many of the properties of the random graph. In particular, path lengths

in the network rapidly decrease as ip increases. In the small world regime,

the network exhibits short path lengths (like the random graph) while still

being highly locally clustered (like the lattice) [58, 69]. The connectivity

distribution of the small world network remains fairly tightly centered

around its mean. Below is an example diagram of a small- world network

with R 0.55 degree of connectivity.
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Figure 3.3: Small world network with a 0.55 degree of connectivity Con-

siructed 'using Mathematica 9.0 [95J

c) Scale -Free networks

Scale free networks, as proposed by Barabasi and Albert, put the emphasis

on the evolution in the construction of the networks. Their original model,

just as l11.anyreal networks, does not start with a given set of N nodes

and some links between them. Instead, starting from a small nucleus,

the network is grown by the addition of new nodes and links according

to some rules that, presumably, mimic the mechanisms by which real

networks grow [20, 21].

For the Barabasi and Albert scale free network, the connectivity dis-

tribution can be shown to follow a power law, with P (k) 'V k-3 [22].

An important observation is that this distiteribution has infinite variance

[22, 23]. The main rule in this model is that of preferential attachment,

such that the likelihood of connecting to a node depends on the node's

degree. for example according to a probability: IT k; =: ~'sk' The highly
L--'J .I

heterogeneous nature of scale-free networks echoes a.n observation that.
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has often been made by epidemiologists and sociologists in the sexual,
partnership setting: most individuals have few sexual partners, while a

small number of individuals have a large number of partners [40]. Below

is an example of a Barabasi-Albert Scale- free network for 220- node net-

work that began with a 2- node network where a new vertex with 2 edges

is added at each step (fig 3.4 3.5).

Figure 3.4: Barahasi-Albert Scale free network for 220- node network

Constructed using NetLogo 5.0.1 [61}

You can see the degree distribution of the network in this model by

looking at the plot diagrams below the network diagram. The first plot is

a histogram of the degree of each node. The second plot shows the same
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Figure 3.5: Histograms showing the degree of each node in Barabasi-

Albert Scale- free network with 220- nodes.

data, but both axes are on a logarithmic scale. When degree distribution

follows a power law, it appears as a straight line on the log-log plot. One

simple way to think about power laws is that if there is one node with

a degree distribution of 1000, then there will be ten nodes with a degree

distribution of 100, and 100 nodes with a degree distribution of 10.

Several epidemiologically relevant networks including sexual contact

networks have been characterized as scale free [80, 82]; however, re-

searchers have found that realistic contact networks do not always ex-

hibit these well studied structural properties [10, 52]. For example, con-

tact networks underlying the spread of respiratory and airborne diseases

tend to have degree distributions that appear more exponential in shape

than scale-free, homogeneous (all nodes have the same degree), or random

(Poisson degree) distributions.

To construct a contact network for any particular disease or class

of diseases, you have to first define an epidemiological contact. An exact

contact network model requires knowledge of every individual in a popula-

tion and every disease causing contact between individuals (e.g. sneezing

in the case of airborne diseases or sexual contact in the case of sexually
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transmitted diseases). For even small populations, this is ~typically un-
"-.

feasible, and thus researchers typically work with approximate networks.

There are several techniques for gathering the information needed to build

realistic contact network models. These include tracing all infected indi-

viduals and their contacts during or following an outbreak [57], sociolog-

ical surveys of individuals in populations and using census information

[12, 29, 28] or the distributions can be inferred from general information

about activity patterns, using statistical tools or computer simulations

that generate explicit networks from such patterns [35, 23]. Character-

izing network structure has become a multidisciplinary cottage industry,

with researchers across epidemiology, sociology, biology, computer science

and physics searching volumes of data for meaningful patterns [9]. These

transmission patterns can be modelled on small scale (households , schools,

workplaces, hospitals etc), intermediate scalefin a city, an urban or rural

setup) or on large scale (large cities or countries) [11, 23, 24, 31, 38, 87].

3.2.2 Spread of disease on networks

As stated in the previous sections the parameter Ro is very crucial in dis-

ease dynamics. Calculation of Ro is more involved in the network setting

and typically requires simplifying assumptions to be made. As an exam-

ple, the presence of loops in the network is usually ignored. This enables

analysis to be undertaken, albeit at the cost of neglecting some aspects

of network structuresuch as cliques that m.ay impact upon the. spread of

infection. For a static network, each individual has a fixed spt. of contacts

and so an important quantity T [26, 27] is the proba.bility of transmission
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from an infective node to a susceptible node along a given .edge over the
'-.

entire duration of their infection. Newman calls this the "transmissibil-

ity "of infection [25]. T summarizes core aspects of disease transmission

including the rate at which cont~cts take place between individuals, the

likelihood that a contact will lead to transmission, the duration of the

infectious period, and the susceptibility of individuals to the disease. In

the SIR model described in the previous section whereby the infection

is transmitted at a rate f3 along a given edge and the duration of infec-

tiousness is exponentially distributed with mean ~, T = Ii!:;: . f3 can

be thought of as a composite of three factors: f3 = auc; where a is the

numberof individuals(nodes) with which a susceptible individual(node)

has effective contact(link); it = I~) is the proportion of infectious COIl-

tacts( nodes); and c is the per contact rate at which disease is transmitted

between an infectious individual and susceptible individual [49]. The com-

part.mental model can be approximately mapped to a network model in

which all individuals have identical numbers of contactsa regular random

network. Considering a regular random network with homogeneous de-

gree k, Suppose that disease spreads from infected nodes to susceptible

contacts with a rate of c. Because contacts are random, we can assume

that the fraction of contacts that are infected is equal to the fraction of

infected individuals in the network as a. whole, or it = I~L. For most

populations, however, it is unrealistic to imagine that individuals are in

constant contact with all other individuals. Bansal and others [9] thus

stated that it is more realistic to interpret the edges in the complete net-

work as 'possible 'contacts and the transmission term ~ as a combined

effective contact and transmission rate /J ,.-c:; k'I', In compartmental mocl-
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els, the identity of a contact is determined randomly and iystantaneously

for each transmission even. For a homogeneous network, 'in which ev-

ery individual has k neighbours, the basic reproductive number (Ro) is

Ro = T(k - 1). The average number of secondary infections is propor-

tional to the average number of neighbours minus one [27]. The minus

one accounts for the fact that every infectious individual, except for the

initial infective (origin), must have acquired infection from one of their

neighbours.

As for the case of heterogeneous networks with proportionate (ran-

dom) mixing, the basic reproductive number Ro is given by the following

formula Ro = ((k) - 1 + V(~~k)) [7, 96]. This expression contains an

extra term, involving the variance of the connectivity distribution, that

leads to the value of Ro being inflated in heterogeneous settings. This

result was not unexpected, since similar "mean and variance "formulae

for Ro had earlier appeared in a wide number of epidemiological settings

[46, 58]. This formula is similar to the formula of average connectivity

of individuals neighbours under proportionate mixing [81]. It should be

noted that the value of Ro no longer simply reflects the arithmetic mean of

the numbers of secondary infections: in heterogeneous settings, one must

adopt a more appropriate notion of the word "average" in the verbal def-

inition of the basic reproductive number. The appearance of the variance

in the above formula for Ro has a surprising impact on the spread of in-

fections in scale free networks [90, 97]. The basic reproductive number is

infinite whenever the transmissibility is non-zero: infection can spread on

a scale free network whenever there is some possibility of transmission.

This result reflects the infinite variance of the connectivity distribution
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of the scale-free network. It should be noted that thi'Bresult only applies~.
in the limit as the number of nodes becomes infinite: for a finite network,

the variance will be large but can only be finite. Any real world scale-

free network can only have a finite number of nodes and so there would

be an epidemic threshold, albeit for a much smaller transmissibility than

would be the case in the corresponding homogeneous network (by which

we mean a network with the same value (k). The impact of heterogeneity

has long been recognized in the setting of sexually transmitted infections.

Epidemiologists had realized that certain sections of the community, for

instance highly sexually active individuals such as sex workers, were at

much greater risk of infection than the general population. Such "core

groups" are responsible for a large fraction of the cases and transmission

events [46,98]. The prevalence of infection is high within the core group,

but low in the general population. In many cases the infection could not

spread or persist without the core group: the heterogeneity in the pop-

ulation leads to the basic reproductive number being greater than one.

This effect is often given as an explanation of why many infections a.re

able persist at low levels in a population. Heterogeneity in proportionate

mixing settings, therefore, promotes the spread of infection compared to

the corresponding homogeneous setting. Comparing two settings with

the same value of Ro heterogeneity leads to less severe outbreaks or lower

prevalences of infection at endemic equilibrium, because infection tends

to be concentrated amongst the highly connected individuals.

There are several approaches used to mathematically analyse the spread

of it disease on networks [90, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. One method mostly

used is the moment generating function methods adapted from au area of
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statistical physics called percolation theory [7]. In the Bond Percolation

mcthod of disease modelling [7], one can imagine that a par~ite initially

appears at a random node in a contact network. The disease propagates

through the network similarly as in an SIR compartmental model, except

that the spread is guided by the structure of the contact network instead

of the uniformly random contact patterns of a compartmental model. The

initial node remains infectious for some period of time, during which it

has the potential to transmit disease to each of its contacts. The sec-

ondary cases likewise can transmit disease to their contacts during their

infectious periods, and so on [40]. This process resembles simple bond

percolation from statistical physics, which models, for example, the flow

of a liquid through a porous material [7]. Just as the liquid traverses gaps

in the porous material with a characteristic viscosity, a disease spreads

from person to person with a characteristic level of infectiousness [40]. In

general, percolation theory describes connectivity in random graphs and

thus can be applied to predict the size of the infected cluster, that is,

the number of nodes reached via parasite transmission along the edges in

the network. This approach was initially suggested by Grassberger and

Newmann [7, 96] and extended by Meyers [?, 25, 24]. These methods

allow us to make predictions for infinite networks with a specified degree

distribution. To use it, we must assume that;

3) The contact network is infinite (or quite large)

b) The epidemiologically relevant structure of the network is adequately

summarized ill its degree distribution.

The second assumption means that we ignore addit.ional structure, like
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local clustering, beyond what is expected in an infinite network with
<,

the given degree distribution. These assumptions can be tested for their

reasonability with comparisons to simulations of disease spread through

a finite-~ized contact network [40].

Network theory makes a technical distinction between outbreaks and

epidemics. An outbreak is a causally connected cluster of cases that, by

chance or because the transmission probability is low, dies out before

spreading to the population at large. In an epidemic, on the other hand,

the infection escapes the initial group of cases into the community at large

and results in population-wide incidence of the disease. The crucial dif-

ference is that the size of an outbreak is determined by the spontaneous

dying out of the infection, whereas the size of an epidemic is limited only

by the size of the population through which it spreads. The fate of an

outbreak depends on both the level of contagion and the structure of the

underlying network. To model disease transmission, every edge in a net-

work is given a probability of disease transmission along it (T;,j) , that is,

the probability that individual i ,if infected, will transmit disease to indi-

vidual j during his or her infectious period. It is reasonable to assume that

the Ti.iS are independently and identically distributed (iid) random vari-

ables, then we can make calculations based solely on the average of these

probabilities T or T as defined above [25, 96]. This value summarizes core

aspects of disease transmission including the rate at which contacts take

place between individuals, the likelihood that an encounter will lead to

transmission, the duration of the infectious period, and individual suscep-

tibil itv. In these calculations, we use the degree distribution of a network

P(k) to indicate it.s structure. Probability generating funct.ions (pgfs) are
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functions that completely describe discrete probability distributions, For

infectious disease modelling, the pgf of a contact networks'-'degree distri-

bution summarizes useful information about the structure of the contact

network. The pgf for a degree distribution is

00

GoCr;) = L Pk:[;k

k=l

(3.16)

where Pk is the relative frequency of nodes of degree k in the network. If

we choose a random edge and follow it to the nearest vertex, then the pgf

for the "excess degree", that is, number of edges emanating from that

vertex other the one along which we arrived at;

v== kP k-lG ( ) = L...k=l ~ kX

1 X 2::%:1 kpk
(3.17)

The average degree and the average excess -degree equals the derivative of

these equations at x = 1 i.e. (k) and (ke) respectively;

(k)2
(k) - 1

(3.18)

Using straight forward probabilistic arguments in [24, 40, 96], we se-

quentially derive pgfs for the distributions of;

a) The number of edges emanating from a node reached along a ran-

domly chosen edge

GO/(.l·)

(k) (:3.19)
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above where (I.;) = Go/(l) as described ill (3.18) above.
'-..

b) The number of edges along which disease transmits from an infected

node;

Go{x, T) = Go(1 + (x - l))T (3.20)

Where T is the average probability of transmission) and;

c) The size of outbreaks stemming from a single introduction of disease

(3.21)

Where HI is defined as the self-referential pgh

(3.22)

For a random network with a given degree distribution, there typically

exists a t.hreshold transmission rate below which small, finite-sized out-

breaks occur and above which large scale epidemics , comparable to the

size of the network, are possible. This epidemic threshold is analogous to

the well-studied percolation threshold [?] and it depends on the network

structure. In an undirected random network with a given degree distribu-

tion, for example, the epidemic threshold is i; = Gl~(I)' Intuitively GI/(l)

can be interpreted as the pgf for the number of susceptible contacts for

each infected individual. So, as in similarity with the epidemiology of the

basic reproductive number (Ro), where an epidemic occurs when Ro > 1

i.c. if T • GI/(l) > 1. T is related to the traditional (Ro) according to

Ro :- ~V,,~::-c T (k,). where (I.:) and (k)2 arc the mean degree and mean

square of the network respectively.
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Highly connected networks, with ample opportunities for transmission,
'-.

have low epidemic thresholds. In such networks, even rnildly infectious

individuals will be able to cause epidemics. Less connected networks will

have higher epidemic thresholds. The value of the epidemic t.hreshold

i; the predicted average size of an outbreak (s) and probability of an

epidemic P were first derived by Newmann [?]. By nesting pgfs for the

number of new infections emanating from an infected vertex one can con-

struct. a pgf for the size of an outbreak, and hence derive the average size

of an outbreak:
T (k) 1- TGo(l)

1- T. Go'(l)'
(3.23)

This expression diverges when an outbreak becomes a large-scale epi-

demic. The epidemic threshold i; (above) is the transmissibility value

that marks this point. The probability of a full-blown epidemic S is de-

rived by first calculating the likelihood that a single infection will lead to

only an outbreak instead of a full-blown epidemic, and then subtracting

that value from one:

00

S = 1·-LPk(l+ (u - l)T)k =1- Go(u, T)
k=l

(3.24)

where u. is the probability that the person at the end of an edge does not

have the disease and is the solution to the equation;

(3.25)

1/. can be solved using the numerical root finding methods, while S is the

cxpccrod proportion to solve for is also the expected proport.ion of the

population that will be' infected should an epidemic occur [40: 96j.
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human-to-human contacts:

Ideally, an epidemic model would incorporate the following realities of
\

• A given individual has contact with only a finite number of other

individuals in the population at anyone time, and contacts that can

result in disease transmission are usually short and repeated events.

• The number and frequency of contacts between individuals can be

very heterogeneous.

• The numbers and identities of an individual's contacts will change

as time goes by.

The bond percolation theory described above captures the first. two points

mentioned above i.e. it considers contact network the contact network to

be static and it predicts the final state of an outbreak but not the temporal

progression of the disease. Although this assumption may be reasonable

for rapidly spreading diseases, there are many situations in which the

underlying network will change considerably during an outbreak. For ex-

ample, concurrent and serial contacts are known to strongly influence the

spread of sexually transmitted infections like HIV [?, ?, ?]. Epidemics in

dynamics have been modelled using high- dimensional pair- approxima-

tions methods by Altmann and Eams [?, ?] and moment closure methods

on dynamic contact networks by Fergusson and Bauch [?, ?].

Volz [?] recently developed a low-dimensional system of nonlinear ordi-

nary differential equations to model the dynamical progression of a disease

spreading through static random networks with arbitrary degree distribu-

tions. This model improves on the bond percolation approach in that it
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both predicts the temporal progression of disease and allows~f8rchanging

structure in the underlying network. Specifically, the model considers a

simple class of dynamic networks in which pairs of edges are randomly cho-

sen and swapped. As stated above human contact patterns are potentially

complex, as the numbers and intensity of contacts can vary considerably

across a population. Furthermore, contacts are transitory events such

that the identities of ones contacts change in time. To capture such het-

erogeneity, Volz and Meyers [?] came up with a neighbour exchange (NE)

model as a simple extension of a static contact network model. In this

model, an individuals number of concurrent contacts remains fixed while

the composition of those contacts changes at a specified rate. The model

assumes that at any given time, an individual will be in contact with an

individual-specific number of neighbours with whom disease transmission

is possible. Each contact is temporary, lasting a variable amount of time

before coming to end, at which point the neighbour is replaced by a dif-

ferent individual. Let. the population of interest consist of n individuals,

each of which falls into one of three exclusive states: susceptible, infec-

tious or recovered. At some time, an individual will have contacts with

other individuals (i.e. ip S]: (a, <pr), (a, <P2), ... , (a, <Pk). Only undirected

contact networks will be considered such that if there exists a contact

(0, <p) there will also be a contact (<p, a). In network terminology, a di-

rected link, denoted (a, <p), is called an arc. An undirected link, denoted

{ 0', c.p}, is called an edge. The degree of a node a is the number of edges

connected to the node. The term contact will be used specifically to de-

note a directed an; in the network, where two arcs correspond to each

undirected edge. TIJC l: - degree of a. node will be the number of COllCUl"-
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lent. contacts to/from the node. The NE model by Volz and Meyer [?] [?]
\

assumes that the identities of a nodes neighbours will continually change,

while the total number of current neighbours remains constant. This oc-

curs through an exchange mechanism in which the destination nodes of

two edges are swapped. For example, two nodes a and at with distinct

contacts (CTI, <pI) may exchange contacts such that these are replaced with

(o':<pl) and (CTI,<p). There are two edges and four contacts involved in

each edge swap. The fate of each edge and contact is summarized in the

following pseudochemical equation:

{CT,<p} + {al,<p/} --~ {a, <pI} + {CTI,<p}

{CT, cp} + {CTI, <pI} --~ {CTI, <p} + {a, <pI}

{<p, CT} + {<pI, a/} --~ {<p, a/} + {cpI, CT}

(3.26)

Any given contact (CT, <p) will be reassigned to (a, <pI) at a constant rate p.

Equivalently, a given edge is swapped at a rate p /2. The model is given

the following equation;

de FSI- - -e ---,dt - r Fs '
dFsI ( 5 FSI 5 Fss)'-~lt-= '('FsI -1 -F Fs' + F Fs + FSIfl' - p(FSI - FIFS)

dFss (5 Fss)-- = -2rFsI -- + FSI/-L- p(Fss - FsFs)
dt F Fs .

sr, -'F (5 + 1Fss) F--1 Sf ---- -/-L I
dt F Fs

(3.27)

The model consists of four core dynamic variables: e is the fraction of

degree one nodes that arc still ,susceptible, FSI is the fraction of edges

in t 11(' network connecting a susceptible node and au iufcctccl uorlc. FsS'
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is the fraction of edges in the network connecting two susceptible nodes,
-c.,

and FI is the fraction of edges in the network adjacent on an infected

node, regardless of the state of the node at the other end of the edge.

There are also four fixed parameters: r is the transmission rate, If. is

the recovery rate,g(.r) is tlie pgf for the network degree distribution, and

(J is the neighbour exchange rate. To simplify the equations, we also

use three helper values: F = g/(l) is the total number of edges in the

network, Fs = eg/(e) is the fraction of edges adjacent on a susceptible

node, and {)= e::~wis the average excess degree for a susceptible node

selected by following a random chosen I B S edge. Excess degree is

defined 8S the degree of the node minus one. The last two of these helper

values vary as the epidemic progresses through the network. Finally, the

equations highlight the commonly appearing term r PSI, which is the rate

of transmission events in the network per unit time. This model tracks the

state of each edge and each stub (one end of an edge) as disease spreads

through the network.

The first equation describes the decline in the number of degree one

nodes that are susceptible. If a degree one individual is susceptible, then

FsI/ Fs is the probability that his or her single edge is connected to an

infected node, and T is the probability of transmission along that edge.

Thus. rEF$..L is the rate at which such nodes become infected. The second, s

equation describes the change in the fraction of edges connecting suscep-

tible nodes to infected nodes. Considering one such edge, connecting a

susceptible node attached to an infected node. The first term in the equa-

tion performs the accounting required due to transmission events. When

a. transmission event occurs, turning a susceptible node to an infected
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node. we must;

1. Remove the single S H I edge carrying the infection.

2. Remove any other S H I edges adjacent on the newly infected node

and,

3. Add any S H S edges adjacent on the newly infected node.

The second term accounts for recovery events, which convert. edges from

S H [ to S H R. The final term corresponds to the impact of neighbour

exchanges on the fraction of S H [edges. By randomly mixing the

network edges, neighbour exchanges slowly bring the fraction of S H [

edges to the expected fraction of such edges, FsFJ. The value FsFJ

corresponds to the expected number S B T edges in a network that has

the same fraction of stubs connected to susceptibles and infecteds as the

original network, but has edges redistributed randomly between nodes.

The third equation describes the change in the fraction of edges con-

necting susceptible nodes to other susceptible nodes. Considering one

such edge connecting a susceptible with another a susceptible node; the

first term ill the equation corresponds to loss of S H S edges follow-

ing an infection transmission event. The S H S edges that are turned

into S H I edges, added in the previous equation, must be subtracted

here. The rate of change on S B S edges is doubled, because both

their endpoints become infected at the same rate. As before, the final

term corresponds to the impact. of neighbour exchanges 011 the fraction

of .S' .; > Sedges. Ncighbour exchange acts like a spring with tension p
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slowlv bringing the fraction of S +--+ S edges to the expected value FsFs, ,

for a comparable random network.

The final equation describes the change in the fraction of stubs that are

adjacent on an infected node. The first term performs accounting due to
I

newly created infections. When a susceptible node becomes infected all of

the edges emanating from the node add to the class of FI stubs, including

the single edge involved in the transmission. The second term in the

equation governs the loss of infected stubs through the recovery of infected

nodes. Below are examples showing the spread of an infection in a network

structure, the scenarios and parameters used are similar to the ones used

in the SIR compartmental modelling examples in section 3.1 above. i.e.

for the four cases discussed above. The four cases discussed below have

similar number of individuals (nodes), the probability of disease spread

chance, and the recovery chance as the four cases discussed above. The

resulting diagrams are simulated from net logo software [61].

Other parameters included in all these simulation case scenarios are;

• The average degree node for all this simulations the average degree

node is 12 for all the simulations except the last scenario ( case)

five whereby we have varied the degree node to Gwhile all the other

factors are held constant to case one (for comparison purposes i.e.

the see the effect of degree variance on disease spread on a network)

and (averaged on highly connected, least connected and medium

connected individuals). The average degree node can be derived

from all the social contacts an individual oncountcrs in the network

i.c, at. home, at. the workplace, at school etc.
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~ The disease originates from one infectious individual ~n the network
"-0(patient zero)- shown as a red node in the network diagrams) and

spreads to other susceptible individuals who become infectious and

spread 011 the disease to other susceptible nodes( secondary infec-

tions.) Initial outbreak size = 1

• If a node (individual) does recover, there is some probability that it

will become resistant to the disease in the future. In all these sim-

ulations the probability of gaining resistance to the disease

is 0.3

• Inthe network diagram and the plots; red infectious individual(s),

green susceptible individual(s) and grey are resistant individuals.

• The plots are drawn at time t = 52,105,168,211,333,418,656,1290,2010

and 3140 for all the plots, though in some cases the disease dies out

before the final time step of 3140.

• The different cases have different parameters for infectiousness and

recovery, implying they infer different diseases, but in these cases

the parameters are not representing any disease per- se but chosen

randomly and in comparison to the previous compartmental SIR

models so as to understand network settings on disease setups.

3.2.3 Results of Network modelling Cases

a) Case One

N,--- 100. probability of disease spread = 0.3, probabilty of recovery

is 0.6
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b) Case two

N = 190, probability of disease spread = 0.25, probabilty of recov-

ery is 0.5
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c) Case three

N = 190, probability of disease spread = 0.45, probabilty of recov-

ery is 0.5
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d) Case four

N = 400, probability of disease spread 0.45, probabilty of recov-

ery is 0.5
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e) Case five

N = 400, probability of disease spread = 0.45, probabilty of recov-

ery is 0.5
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The % of infectious nodes (individuals) eventually die out in the network.

The disease modelled in this network signify a highly contagious disease
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that reaches high levels of infectious very quickly but eventually dies out
'--0

due to recovery rates and immunity gained by some of the nodes either

due to vaccination or gaining resistance to the disease after recovery. It

can signify a highly contagious virus where individuals initially suscepti-

ble of the virus gain resistance to the disease after infection. There is no

transition R ~ S , the removed become resistant to the disease. Eventu-

ally the disease dies out in the population. The disease has some critical

points in the network above which the disease increases its infectiousness

or below which the infectiousness slows down and eventually dies out in

the network. No of individuals (nodes) in the network also influence the

disease dynamics i..e the disease spreads faster in case one(100 nodes)

than in case 2(190 nodes). Also comparing case 2 and case 3 which all

have the same number of nodes (190 nodes), the disease spreads and dies

out faster in case 3 than in case 2. This is because the probability of

disease spread in case 3 is higher (0.45) that in case 2( 0.25). Case 4 has

(400 nodes) but has all other parameters similar to case 3(190) but we see

the disease takes much longer to die out in the network. As for variance

in average degree node i.e. for case one (12) but 6 for case five, we observe

that disease takes much longer time in the network almost twice the time

it takes in case one. This is attributed to the fact that an infectious node

in case 5 has fewer contacts to spread the disease too in comparison to

case one where he or she has almost twice as many contacts.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and

recommendations

4.1 Conclusion

Contact network modelling of disease transmission allows us to, make

quantitative predictions about disease outbreaks and epidemics. From

the results observed in the previous chapter and using the methodology

of networks, we are able to see effect of different parameters and aver-

age node distribution on the disease dynamics. We have also been able

to observe that prior immunisation or vaccination of a disease against it

call dramatically influence the host network. This is observed through

variance in probability of gained resistance. Reducing S, the number of

susceptibles in the population, through vaccination is a critical and of-

ten long lasting disease control strategy. When susceptible individuals

are effectively immunised, they move to resistant compartment without

experiencing the disease. if the fraction of susceptiblcs is reduced to less

than the transmission parameter then disease is unable to spread. This
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shows that partial vaccination of the population, reducing S to a small
\

but non zero value, is sufficient to protect the population as 'it whole (

herd immunity). From the network we are able to observe connectivity

patterns of individuals some are highly connected while others are lowly

, connected or mediumly connected. From the network we are also able

to observe clusters of neighbourhoods or communities. The results shed

light on contact network structure to the fate of an epidemic and effective

public health strategies on the network. So an effective disease control

strategy can target to immunize the highly connected individuals in the

network or in a cluster. This will be very effective in reducing the disease

spread rates. i.e. bring the average transmissibility below the epidemic

threshold. One can also manipulate the network through several ways i.e.

quarantining the first patients of the disease i.e. (patient zero and immedi-

ate secondary infections from him or her) since they can be located in the

network, then they can be quarantined and his or her contacts provided

with disease prevention alternatives e.g. quarantine also, vaccination or

travel ban to or from the neighbourhood where patient zero is originating

from, this can. only be done if the outbreak is caught up in the initial

stages; these measures will go in a long way to reduce the susceptibility

population very rapidly. An interesting observation is the time course of

the epidemic in the population echoes a compartmental SIR model albeit

with different values of its parameters [?]. Another important observation

that we can bring out form the results is that one does not have to posses

the full knowledge of the network characteristics to be able to rnanipulate

it out. with information on only a few important nodes one can predict

tho full network properties and hence can easily subject. it. t.o nianipu-
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lation and this makes this study of epidemiology very fundamental and

important in study of diseases.

4.2 Recornmendations

Although there is an ever growing literature concerning network approaches

to diseases, much work remains to be done especially in application of net-

work modelling to diseases prevalent in developing nations, we find that

many advances in this area of science have been done in developed na-

tions but is still quite a new and unknown concept in developing nations

where diseases have high prevalence rates. With the recent increases in

computing power on network models, much study still needs to be done in

this sector (network modelling of diseases). This calls for greater effort in

the design and operation of all kinds of complex dynamical networks and

their coupling with other factors of disease i.e. environment, economics

etc; so as to provide better analysis and prediction of various potential

issues.
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